Reference No.: 2019 – 20/ 055
5th October 2019
Dear Parents,
SUB: #GGSMAKESDIWALIHAPPIER SEASON 3
Winter is around the corner and along with it the season of festivals has begun.
With Diwali just weeks away, it will be glitter and joy for most of us. This is also the best time to
share our happiness and joy with those less fortunate than ourselves. Which is why like every
year, Genesis Global School brings you #GGSMakesDiwaliHappier. It’s not only a campaign but
an opportunity to make an impact on the lives of those who are battling it harder than us every
day.
GGS in association with DCCW (Delhi Council of Child Welfare) would like to make
#GGSMakesDiwaliHappier for PALNA (which means “cradle” as well as “nurture”) a home for
the abandoned, homeless and destitute children. Ranging from few days old to 8 years in age,
these little children are on the fringe of our society and seem largely forgotten.
PALNA receives children in a “palna” which is placed right outside the gates of DCCW in
Qudsia Bagh, Old Delhi. As soon as a child is placed in the cradle, a siren is immediately
activated, and a nurse comes to aid. Children are also sent here through the police, hospitals
and clinics.
Here is how we can help in making this campaign a success.:We personally met with the Director of PALNA Dr. Sandhya Bhalla , she highlighted that their
main requirements for children at Palna are counter top medicines and daily household items.
We received a list of Items which we can procure for the organization (Picture Attached). You
are requested to kindly stick to the items mentioned in the list as these are the only
requirements at the moment.
Starting from Wednesday, 9th October, the school will begin the collection drive wherein
GGS scholars will be encouraged to get items mentioned in the list. They can hand them over
to their class teachers.
Last date for receiving the items will be 17th October, 2019. As GGS Scholars will be going from
to PALNA on 19th October, 2019 to spend a day with children there and deliver all the gifts that
we hope the scholars will collect diligently.
We would also request you to kindly involve your child in this process to make it a larger
learning experience.
Hoping that #GGSMakesDiwaliHappier for everyone!
Best Wishes
The School Office

